ATLANTIC COUNTY 44-H CLOTHING – SEWING BOX/KIT
SCORE SHEET
Name

Grade
(as of previous September)

4-H Club
Article

Class #

POINTS

COMMENTS

Container (15 pts.)
- durable
- suitable
- neat
- clean
Content
Content (75 pts.)
- scissors
- pinking shears
- stick pins
- sewing needles
- pin cushion
- tape measure
- hem/seam guage
- thimble
- thread
- pencil/fabric marker
- seam ripper
(Please note: rules state that
youth must provide at least
8 sewing notions)
Overall Impression (10 pts.)
pts.)
- creative container or
decoration
- organized/neat content
Excellent
SCORE

Very Good 80-89
Good

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS – 100

90-100
70-79
Revised: 7/2013

NMO

ATLANTIC COUNTY 44-H CLOTHING – ACCESSORIES
SCORE SHEET
Name

Grade
(as of previous September)

4-H Club
Article

Class #

POINTS

COMMENTS

Material Used (20 pts.)
- durable
- suitable
- laundering qualities
appropriate for use
- appropriate trimming
Workmanship (60 pts.)
pts.)
- fabric cut with grain
- matching thread and/or
trim
- machine tension & stitch
length suited to fabric
- seams suitable to fabric,
finished & pressed open
flat
- hems even in width
- corner points sharp
- hand stitching neat and
inconspicuous
Overall Impression
Impression (20 pts.)
- color combination
- neatness
- cleanliness
- pressed
- basting removed
Excellent
SCORE

Very Good 80-89
Good

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS – 100

90-100
70-79
Revised: 7/2013

NMO

ATLANTIC COUNTY 44-H CLOTHING – SKIRTS, SHORTS &
PANTS SCORE SHEET
Name

Grade
(as of previous September)

4-H Club
Article

Class #

POINTS
Garment on Person
The Model (10 pts.)
- graceful & erect posture
- natural & easy poise
- appropriate undergarments
for fit & appearance of
garment
- neat hair, hands, etc.
Fit on Model (30 pts.)
- adequate ease at waist, hips
& crotch
- ease of comfort/movement
- attractive when sitting or
standing
- well placed seam lines
- hem width suitable for
garment
Accessories (10
(10 pts.)
- top body garment accents
the sewn garment
- color/style of other
accessories is becoming of
whole outfit (shoes, jewelry,
hair accessory, etc.)

CONTINUED ON
NEXT PAGE/BACK

COMMENTS

Construction of the Garment
Fabric & Trim (10 pts.)
- color/style is becoming
- thread/trim is becoming
- correct interfacing
- suitable lining
Workmanship (30 pts.)
- fabric cut with grain
- machine tension & stitch
length suited to fabric
- accurate darting/pleating
- seams finished & pressed
- crotch curves finished with
double row of stitching
- even waistband
- appropriate fasteners used
- even hem
- hand stitching neat and
inconspicuous
Pressing/Finishing (10 pts.)
- garment cleaned & well
pressed
- ends of thread tied &
trimmed
- No basting visible from
correct side of garment
Excellent
SCORE

Very Good 80-89
Good

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS – 100

Revised: 7/2013

NMO

90-100
70-79

ATLANTIC COUNTY 44-H CLOTHING – DRESS/JUMPER
SCORE SHEET
Name

Grade
(as of previous September)

4-H Club
Article

Class #

POINTS

COMMENTS

Garment on Person
The Model (10 pts.)
- graceful & erect posture
- natural & easy poise
- appropriate undergarments
for fit & appearance of
garment
- neat hair, hands, etc.
Fit on Model (30 pts.)
- well balanced garment
becoming to body/style
- ease of comfort/movement
- attractive when sitting or
standing
- well placed seam lines
- adequate ease with facings
at armholes, waistline,
neckline or collar
- sleeves adequate ease,
length & fit
- hem line hangs even
distance from floor
- accurate straps & fasteners
Accessories (10 pts.)
- color/style of other
accessories is becoming of
whole outfit (shoes, jewelry,
hair accessory, belt, etc.)

CONTINUED ON

NEXT PAGE/BACK

Construction of the Garment
Fabric & Trim
Trim (10 pts.)
- color/style is becoming
- thread/trim is becoming
- correct interfacing
- suitable lining
Workmanship (30 pts.)
- fabric cut with grain
- machine stitching straight &
neat
- machine tension & stitch
length suited to fabric
- accurate darting/pleating
- seams finished & pressed
- arm holes, waistline,
neckline, or collar finished
with double row of stitching
- appropriate fasteners used
- even hem
- hand stitching neat and
inconspicuous
- sleeves or sleeveless
shoulder seams are
clipped/notched to lay
smooth around armhole
- proper gathering as pattern
calls for
Pressing/Finishing (10 pts.)
- garment cleaned & well
pressed
- ends of thread tied &
trimmed
- No basting visible from
correct side of garment
Excellent
SCORE

Very Good 80-89
Good

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS – 100

90-100
70-79

Revised: 7/2013

NMO

ATLANTIC COUNTY 44-H CLOTHING – TOP, VEST &
JACKET/COAT SCORE SHEET
Name

Grade
(as of previous September)

4-H Club
Article

Class #

POINTS

COMMENTS

Garment on Person
The Model (10 pts.)
- graceful & erect posture
- natural & easy poise
- appropriate undergarments
for fit & appearance of
garment
- neat hair, hands, etc.
Fit on Model (30 pts.)
- well balanced garment
becoming to body/style
- ease of comfort/movement
- attractive when sitting or
standing
- well placed seam lines
- adequate ease with facings
at armholes, waistline,
neckline or collar
- collar, lapel or neckline lays
flat or stands as style
requires
- sleeves adequate ease,
length & fit
- appropriate fasteners
Accessories (10 pts.)
color/style of other acc./
garments is becoming of
whole outfit (shoes, jewelry,
hair clip, belt, etc.)

CONTINUED ON

NEXT PAGE/BACK

Construction of the Garment
Fabric & Trim (10 pts.)
- color/style is becoming
- thread/trim is becoming
- correct interfacing
- suitable lining
Workmanship (30 pts.)
- fabric cut with grain
- machine stitching straight &
neat
- machine tension & stitch
length suited to fabric
- seams finished & pressed
- arm holes, waistline,
neckline, or collar finished
with double row of stitching
- even hem
- hand stitching neat and
inconspicuous
- sleeve seams are
clipped/notched to lay
smooth around armhole
- collar/cuffs uniform
- appropriate fasteners used
Pressing/Finishing (10 pts.)
- garment cleaned & well
pressed
- ends of thread tied &
trimmed
- No basting visible from
correct side of garment
Excellent
SCORE

Very Good 80-89
Good

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS – 100

90-100
70-79

Revised: 7/2013

NMO

ATLANTIC COUNTY 44-H CLOTHING – CHILDREN’S
GARMENTS SCORE SHEET
Name

Grade
(as of previous September)

4-H Club
Article

Class #

POINTS

COMMENTS

Materials (50 pts.)
- fabric choice appropriate
for child
- laundering qualities
- durable
- appropriate/safe trim &
fasteners
Workmanship (50 pts.)
- fabric cut with grain
- seams appropriate,
finished, pressed & sturdy
- machine stitching is
straight and neat
- machine tension & stitch
length suited to fabric
- hand stitching neat and
inconspicuous
- color/style is becoming
- thread/trim is becoming

Excellent
SCORE

Very Good 80-89
Good

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS – 100

Revised: 7/2013

NMO

90-100
70-79

ATLANTIC COUNTY 44-H CLOTHING – MISCELLANEOUS
SCORE SHEET
Name

Grade
(as of previous September)

4-H Club
Article

Class #

POINTS

COMMENTS

General (20 pts.)
- fabric suited to project
- project appropriate for
age and experience
- appropriate notions used
- general appearance i
Basic Construction/
Workmanship
Workmanship (55 pts.)
If appropriate/used:
- armholes/sleeves/cuffs
- collars/neckline
- darts
- pleats/gathers/tucks
- interfacing
- lining
- seams
- pockets
- waistbands
- zippers
Finishing Techniques (25pts.)
- seam finishing
- top stitching
- hems
- buttonhole and buttons
- closures
- pressing
Excellent
SCORE

Very Good 80-89
Good

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS – 100

90-100
70-79
Created: 7/2015

NMO

ATLANTIC COUNTY 44-H CLOTHING – TWO PIECE OUTFIT
Name

Grade
(as of previous September)

4-H Club
Article

Class #

POINTS
Garments on Person – 20 pts.
The Model (10 pts.)
- great posture & poise
- neatness
Fit on Model (10 pts.)
- well balanced
- ease of comfort/movement
- attractive when sitting and
standing
Outfit
Outfit Top – 40 pts.
Fabric & Trim (10 pts.)
- color/style is becoming
- thread/trim is becoming
- correct interfacing
- suitable lining
Workmanship (25
(25 pts.)
- fabric cut with grain
- machine stitching straight &
neat
- machine tension & stitch
length suited to fabric
- seams finished & pressed
- arm holes, waistline,
neckline, or collar finished
with double row of stitching
- even hem
- hand stitching neat and
inconspicuous
- sleeve seams are
clipped/notched to lay

COMMENTS

smooth around armhole
- collar/cuffs uniform
- appropriate fasteners used
Pressing/Finishing (5 pts.)
- garment cleaned & pressed
- ends of thread tied &
trimmed
- no basting visible from
correct side of garment
Outfit Bottom – 40 pts.
Fabric & Trim (10 pts.)
- color/style is becoming
- thread/trim is becoming
- correct interfacing
- suitable lining
Workmanship (25
(25 pts.)
- fabric cut with grain
- machine tension & stitch
length suited to fabric
- accurate darting/pleating
- seams finished & pressed
- crotch curves finished with
double row of stitching
- even waistband
- appropriate fasteners used
- even hem
- hand stitching neat and
inconspicuous
Pressing/Finishing (5 pts.)
- garment cleaned & well
pressed
- ends of thread tied &
trimmed
- no basting visible from
correct side of garment
Excellent
SCORE

Very Good 80-89
Good

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS – 100

90-100
70-79

Created: 7/2015
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